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In Transcommunication, yersonafcontacts' are offirst importance.
Ifresearcﬁers have morefaitﬁ. in wﬁat some otﬁer group ofsyirits teE
someone ell-e, tﬁan tﬁey ﬁave in wﬁat their own syiritfriend} ﬁave to my,
tﬁen Transcommunication is macé into a refigion in wﬁicﬁyersonafcontacts
Eecomeyointfess, wﬁile everyone sits arounafwaiting for tﬁe nextpearfr of

wiscﬁrmfmm wfioever tﬁe current Gurus ﬁayyen to 5e. {KW

In 1954 the iron curtain, run-

been working for perhaps an hour, when all of a

ning North and South through Europe, divided the whole World. On both sides of the

sudden one of the long distance operators literally shouted out— "Oh my God- look at that 1"

curtain, fighter planes patrolled twenty four

Someone else shouted- "What the hell is it ?"

OMMENT

hours a day. Since for most of its length, the

As other operators switched their moni-

curtain consisted of little more than a barbed

tors to the long range position, everyone in the
room observed an intense bip traveling at an extremely high rate of speed. This object, which

wire fence and mine ﬁelds, it was difﬁcult to see
from the air, even in the day time.
Guided night and day by ground based

the operators estimated to be at least twice the
size of the largest airplanes in existence at that
time, was tracked for nearly 300 miles. Al-

radar. fully armed ﬁghters played a dangerous
game. If either wondered into the other‘s territory, they could be shot down and cause an in-

Freising Germany, about ’20 miles East of Mu-

7

ternational incident.
It was at one of these radar stations near

though the Operators were not able to accurately
determine its speed, they Were sure it was in excess of 3,000 miles per hour.
Tracked simultaneously on both the

nich, that I spent three years as a radar techni-

CPS-1 “snowplow“ (range and azimuth) and the

cian in the early 19508. The operations room,
or "dark room" as we called it, was lined with radar consoles on both sides. The iron curtain
was represented by a jagged line on a wall to
wall transparent plotting board at one end of
the room. The Operations Ofﬁcer sat at a desk
on a raised platform at the other end.
Behind the plotting board, an Airman

CPS-4 “rocking chair“ (altitude) radars, the ob-

plotted the minute to minute position of our
ﬁghters on information from the operators. In
continuous radio contact, the pilots were given a
new heading every few minutes.

With everyone

speaking softly into microphone equipped headsets, the room was quiet.

It was in this setting that I was adjusting

a bulky console servo ampliﬁer one morning be—
fore daylight, early in the spring of 1954. I had

ject was determined to be traveling at a steady
speed and at a steady altitude of approximately
10,000 feet. The object had appeared in the
Southwest and was traveling Northeast in the
general direction of Russia.

Although it was still wee hours of the
morning, our Squadron Commander was noti-

ﬁed and immediately issued orders to all personal at the radar site, that no mention of this
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incident was to be made, under threat of Court
Marshal, even to other members of the Squad~
ron. We managed to keep a straight face at the
time, but all of us found this rather ridiculous

since the Russians had radar similar to ours
just on the other side of the curtain. We ﬁgured
they had picked up this object less than a minute after we did -- so just 17E). were we keeping
this a secret32m]
As the reader can well imagine, during
the following days there was a considerable
amount of discussion, despite the warnings,

And what does science tell us about
UFOs? It tells us there are no other inhabitable
planets in our solar system, and that the distances to the next nearest stellar systems are
too vast to be crossed, therefore extraterrestrial

space craft do not exist. -- Very enlightening!
In the autumn of 1975, Mary went with
a relative, to the Northwest to visit several rela-

tives and friends. During the course of the trip,
they visited some friends who lived on a small

ranch in a very isolated forested mountain area.

Mary's relative (sorry I can't be more
Mary loved

about what this radar object, witnessed by more

speciﬁc) was returning to the city.

than a dozen of us, could have been. The most
interesting discussions I think, occurred in our
radar maintenance shop.

the place so much she mentioned she would like
to stay a couple days, and was invited to do so.

There was however, a string attached. She was

As it happened, one of the Engineers
who had helped design the CPS-1, was at the

ask to give her word of honor that if she should
happen to see anything unusual, she would

radar site during this time period, doing modiﬁ-

never reveal either their name or location.

cations on the equipment.

He assured us that

Thinking this a bit eccentric, but seeing no

no possible "glitch“ in the electronics could have
caused this kind of indication. And that even if
it could, the same kind of glitch occurring si-

Airplanes were immediately eliminated
because none were either big enough or fast
enough. (Still true to this day) It could not have

harm in it, Mary made her promise.
The following morning, the Lady of the
house, gathered up some vegetables, ask Mary
to stay in the house, and then went out and
placed them on a picnic table about 50 feet
back of the house. When she returned, she told
Mary to watch through the window, but not to
go outside.

been a temperature inversion reﬂection, because
such reflections are hazy rather than pin point

Fully expecting to see a deer or two,
Mary sat by the window for some time. Finally,

and drift very slowly, if they move at all.
Missiles were eliminated because there
were none (even to this day) which were big
enough or, before the days of cruise missiles,

something approached through the woods,
which Mary ﬁrst thought to be a bear walking
upright. As it cleared the trees she realized, to

multaneously in two independent radar sets,
was simply impossible.

capable of traveling at a steady speed and alti-

tude. The possibility of a metallic meteor skipping through the atmosphere was eliminated for

her udder astonishment, that it was an adult
bigfoot. The first one, obviously a male, was

soon followed by an adult female, and then two

The possibility that this object could

smaller ones which, in human terms, would
have probably been teenagers.
They simply walked in, stood around the
_
table, which was barely 50 feet away, ate the

have been a “hallucination“ or “psychic projec-

vegetables, and then walked back into the

tion", as some are so fond of using to "explain"
UFOs, was not even discussed. Radar signals

woods, as if it were an everyday routine.

do not bounce off "hallucinations“ or "psychic

album of a couple dozen Polaroid pictures, sev-

projections".

eral of which showed the Lady of the house

After a considerable amount of discussion, the consensus was that this object had to

standing by the picnic table, only a few feet from

much the same reason

--

incapable of main-

taining a steady speed and altitude.

be some kind of "nuts and bolts" space craft of

Later that day Mary was shown a photo

these gigantic but benign creatures. They made
her look like a dwarf. When Mary ask for just

extraterrestrial origine. Probably the most unusual thing about this incident, is that it is not

one picture to show her husband, it was re-

all that unusual. Dozens, probably hundreds of

world would find out where they were and the

such radar sightings have occurred over the
years. Not to mention countless visual sightings

bigfoot would be hunted down and killed. Again

of unidentified ﬂying objects, especially by pro—

fessional pilots who are familiar with every natu—
ral and manmade object up there, under every
kind of weather condition.
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fused. Their greatest fear was that the outside
Mary was ask to never reveal their name or
location, and this time she understood why.

The day after Mary returned to Barstow,
we made a tape about this incident while it was
still fresh in her mind.

On the tape I ask her

§pirit voices
everything I could think of about this. Although
the tape is conﬁdential, we did send a copy to

Before he left he said that she had been
wrong about one thing. No one had entered the

Harold Sherman, who put us in touch with a

operating room during the operation, but that

Lady reporter in Los Angeles, who's hobby was
investigating bigfoot reports.
On a subsequent visit, we were told there

afternoon, he returned to her room, with a rath-

she was right about everything else. Later that

er dumbfounded expression and told Mary he
had checked with the OR nurse, and had found
there had indeed been two other Doctors who
had entered the room briefly, and then left.
What does science tell us about such
near death experiences? It seems the prevailing

had been a number of reports of sightings,
crossing roads, etc.
Reports from lumber
camps, of footprints and cries in the woods, not

of any known animals, had been received. Hair
samples, from bushes and trees, and feces sam-

opinion is that such experiences are hallucinations caused by drugs and/or the dying brain's
last desperate effort to hold onto life -- very
enlightening!

ples, again not of any known animal, had been
found.
We were shown half a dozen or more

plaster casts of these gigantic footprints. Sever-

If such was the case, how could she
have known the exact details of the operation?
This was reality, not hallucination. Was she
somehow reading the surgeon‘s mind the next
day when she told him about the operation? If
such was the case, then how did she know of

al were of such quality that at places the epider-

mal ridges could be clearly seem.

What does

science tell us about the bigfoot? It tells us no
large biped could possibly exist in the modern
world without having been already long since
discovered -- very enlightening]
in the spring of 1985, Mary went into

details which he himself did not know ? 'P ?

the hospital for an operation on her back. She

The scientiﬁc establishment is very good
at what it does. But it is very bad at what it
does not do. What it does not do is investigate
strange and unusual phenomena. And the rea~
son it is bad is because it insists on coming up
with half-baked, armchair "explanations“ for
such phenomena. Phenomena that has never
been investigated. In turn this leads many peo—

was given a general anesthesia before the operation, and was out for hours. The following

day when her surgeon visited her room, she described the operation to him in considerable detail, which simply left him speechless.
Mary described how she had found herself looking down from a corner of the room.

ple to believe such phenomena is understood by
science, when the truth is just the opposite.

She told how near the end of the operation, she
had gone "flatline", and the shock treatments

How everyone in the

room had given her up for lost, except her cardiologist who was present because of her heart

From a distance the body of scientiﬁc
knowledge looks like a solid mass. On closer inspection, it looks more like a piece of Swiss

condition, and who continued trying to revive

cheese full of air holes.

her. And told of remarks that had been made to
the effect that too much time had passed, and
that she would be "brain dead“ if she were

these holes. The bigfoot and near death/out-ofbody experiences exist in other holes.
Even Transcommunication itself, which
has been successfully ignored by the scientiﬁc
establishment ever since the days of Dr. Konstantin Raudive, father of instrumental Transcommunication, exists in such a hole. In yet
another, there is psychokinetic energy, which
we are told from the other side, is the operating

that had been applied.

brought back, (None of which had been mentioned to either of us after the operation.)
Mary then went on to mention two people who had come into the operating room during the operation, observed for a time, and then

left.

Even describing their appearance.

(They

-

UFOs exist in one of

had been standing just inside the door, back of
Mary‘s head where they would have been out of
her line of sight even if she had been conscious.

mechanism by which direct paranormal effects

Neither had spoken a word or been spoken to.

cerned, the viewpoint of the scientist and the
layman are opposite. Which could be described

Her surgeon veriﬁed that everything had

happened just exactly as she had described. He
said he had been told before of people being

out-of-body during operations, but never before
in such detail. He went on to say he now had
no choice but to believe the consciousness could
exist independent of the physical body.

on electronic signals are caused in ITC.
Where unexplained phenomena is con-

as follows:
Science:

Here is an unexplained phe-

nomenon. It has been witnessed by honest and
reliable observers.

There is no scientiﬁc expla-

nation for this phenomenon. Conclusion- The
witnesses, even though honest and reliable, are
SV- 15/3
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nomenon. It has been witnessed by honest and
reliable observers. There is no scientiﬁc explanation for this phenomenon. Conclusion- The
phenomenon is real, but exists in one of the

holes in the body of scientiﬁc knowledge which
remains to be investigated at some time in the
future.
As an aside, the superconducting super-

collider project in Texas was recently canceled.
The estimated cost of completing this project,
was 15 billion dollars. Although generally in fa—
vor of basic research, in this case I was not, because an unthinkable amount of money was
going to be spent on a project that was simply

irrelevant to the human condition.
Just one percent of this amount, 150
million, would have provided an average of 30

million for UFO, bigfoot, near death/out-of—body
experience, PK energy, and Transcommunication research. All of which are far more important to an understanding of man‘s place in the
Universe, then it is for a handful of scientists to

satisfy their curiosity about what happened X
zillionth of a second after the big bang. With
science investigating everything except what us
taxpayers are interested in, is there any wonder
so many of us feel we are not getting our
money‘s worth?
in any case, in earlier days, electrical devices were built, mostly by trial and error, and
electricity was put to good use, before there was
a clear understanding of what it was or how it
worked. Today we have a parallel situation with
psychokinetic energy. Many have reported PK
effects. Books, such as "Mind over Matter", by
Prof. and Mary Jo Uphoff. have been written on
the subject. We have personally experienced PK

effects, and we have been told from the other
side, that PK energy is the operating mechanism

with the development of more advanced paradigms of reality, science will eventually reach
the conclusion that such an energy exists. In
the mean time, we can proceed with transveceiv-

er development without having to ﬁrst of all
prove to science, that PK energy is real.
(Layman‘s viewpoint- If it works —- use it)

LETTERS
Dr. Ernst Senkowski
(Inpart)

11/11/‘93

‘U'Eere are a’iﬁ'erentyoints of view, diferent
terms. The onfy question is: Wﬁicﬁ one of
tﬁem @acfsﬁlrtﬁer (or 'explhins' more)?
Syeaéing ofysycﬁoléinetic energy (in my
ﬁumﬁé view) is not useful: One singfeyoint

sﬁouéfattract your attention ‘Tﬁere is one
oftﬁe mostfundamentaf 'kiws‘ ofpﬁysics
(traceafEacE to Newton): action = reaction

31sfar as I énow noéocfy ﬁas ever oEserver
tﬁat aperson w/io "psyciioéineticaﬂy moved"
a ﬁeavy oéjectfeft any reactive force. 0n
the ot/ier ﬁanoftﬁere ﬁave Eeen oﬁser'vations

t/iat sucﬁ oEjects were founzfto Be comer
tﬁan tiieir suwouncfings, so tﬁat - apparent-

[y - tﬁeir kinetic energy couﬁt’ée derived”
ﬁ’om tfie tﬁermafenergy content oftﬁe o5~
ject itseﬁ‘(or in otﬁer casesfrom tﬁe surrounding air tﬁe temperature ofwﬁicﬁ was
sﬁown t0 ﬁave dropped). This arufmany
more ﬁintsyoint to theyossiﬁility tﬁat 'tﬁe
mind' (or conscioumess, or wﬁatever)
cﬁanges tfie normal’quantum-statisticafcfis—

triéution wﬁicﬁ is determinedor cfiaracter—
izecf5yyro5a6ifity functions wfiicfi can 6e
mentaffy inﬂuenced”.

of ITC.

In ITC technology we are not interested
in arguing with, or proving to the scientiﬁc establishment, whether PK energy exists.

What

we are interested in is developing an efﬁcient
transreceiver. And what we need to do is base
such equipment on the correct principle, what—

ever that principle may be, so that development
can continue.
Whether the correct principle, which we

are told is PK energy, is acceptable to the scientific establishment at this point in time, is essen-

tially irrelevant to the problem at hand. If, as all
indications show, PK energy is the operating
mechanism of ITC, then in its own good time,
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Coming EacE to our cars: t/ie onfy tﬁings we
know for sure are ayyroximatefy: someﬁoafy
construe tecfa materiafstructure (caﬂ'ed'mo-

tor). SomeEod'y elseproduced”a fﬁiwfcaﬁcf
fueE SomeEocfyfilfedtﬁe tank witﬁ tﬁat.
men ﬁe may turn a ﬁey ancfﬁoyefuﬂ'y tfie
wﬁok system starts moving. Mftﬁe otﬁer
terms anafﬁzws ofyﬁysics, cﬁemistry, and:
aM...are mentafcrutcﬁes wﬁicﬁ enaﬁé tﬁe
yeopk to descriée tﬁe Jyj‘erentyrocesses.
Believe me or any reasonaﬁkyﬁysicist:
tﬁese terms -force, energy - are fiefyﬁti-

M

somehow mistaken or have had hallucinations.
The phenomenon does not exist
Laymen: Here is an unexplained phe-

§pirit voices
Eut tﬁey Have no reality ifnotfor our modeiing 'nature'.
{Butyfease do not consider myseﬁ'as the type
of missionary wﬁo Burns otﬁeryeoyé. It is
up to you to Pia've your own ideas and Eefief
systems. Naturady you are quite rig/it wit/i

tﬁe otﬁer remarﬁs and statements.

T/iere

are tﬁese :para' eﬂécts and tﬁey are rejected

Eecause tﬁey do not fit into the frame. ‘Tﬁis
ﬁas ﬁapyened' time andagain OE. Let tﬁem
go on. It is afways a question ofgenerations.

lamb

(A commercial being aired during the

Olympics); Marilyn Monroe ﬂirts with Abraham
Lincoln (the cover of February's Scientific American); and the US. Capitol looms behind a reported who is miles away inside a studio (Jan.

ABC News broadcast).
The computer hardware required to accomplish these illusions is getting cheaper and
more widely available, at the same time the software is getting more sophisticated. These days,
it seems. if you can imagine it, you can image it.
With taps on a keyboard, or the sweep of

a mouse, the new breed of image-maker can
take an object in a real photograph and clone it,

move it, paint it a different color, rotate it. ﬂip it,

After many, many discussions I cannot
agree witﬁ oneyoint: We are not onfy tﬁe
recipients. Seen from one side and in some
way: yes. Seen from ano t/ier side no. We

or switch it to another photo scene entirely.“
"Along with a flurry of creative experimentation and playfulness, this capability has
triggered concern that images are becoming as

nave to switcﬁ. our systems on (in 99% of tﬁe
cases). So we are starting with our own ac-

cords of criminal behavior, political sin and oth-

tivity. Tﬁen we just 'sit down andwait". 50

it seems tﬁat we are not mastering tﬁe contacts. Seemingfy 'tﬁey' come in or not. But

ﬂow aut tﬁe contents of transinformation? ’Wﬁat 5F 't/iey' answer our
questions? Wﬁat iftﬁey - to come througﬁ Have to use tfiepsycﬁic structures and tﬁe
unconscious ‘ysycﬁoﬁinetic facufties‘ of tile
exyerimenter? Ifeeftﬁat tﬁings are not so
simyfe. JZlny communication is an interaction - andin sucﬁ it is extremefy dyficuft - 9'”
not impossiﬁfe - to differentiate 'sender' and
'receiver'. "

In recent months I have received inquires as to whether computer images are proof
of the spirit world. Having become so accus-

tomed to seeing a variety of image processing
software for home computers advertised in computer magazines during the past couple years, it
simply had not occurred to me until these letters, that not everyone is familiar with this
technology.
I will quote several paragraphs from an
article in the Science section of the Washington
Post, submitted by one of our readers, which explains this bettcr than I can. The article is en-

"Is

er

historical

reality.

People

know

that

advertising, art and supermarket tabloids are
often fanciful. But when used in news reports
or otherwise presented as slices of truth, experts

caution, manipulated images tell lies about the
world.“
“In digital imaging, the elements of a pic~

ture are converted into computer language--numbers made up of zeros and ones.

The

image then produced is a montage of square
electronic dots (pixels). By changing the numerical value of each dot. the software can be used

to alter the picture at will: matching tones and
colors and blending edges."
“Analysts have compared the process of
image manipulation to genetic reengineering, or

surgery at the molecular level.“

COMPUTER IMAGES

titled

unreliable as words, no longer defensible as re—

it

real

or

is

it...?“,

subtitled

"In an article in the current Scientiﬁc
American, Mitchell (Dean at MIT) says it is up to
the image consumer to beware: “The question of
how to distinguish visual fact from fiction is becoming increasingly urgent as we witness the
digital—imaging
of
proliferation
explosive
technology"

"Scientiﬁc American features a striking
cover "photograph" of Marilyn Monroe arm in
arm with Abraham Lincoln and 002i integrated
into his 1863 surroundings.“
"In the near future, analysts predict, the
technology will be available for use by anyone

with a home computer (with unknown implications for the old family photo album) and electronic images will ﬂy instantaneously back and

"Digital-Image Fiction", by Kathy Sawyer.
"In the young world of computerized

forth along the information superhighway.“

image manipulation, the lion lies down with the

and is up to date with the exception of the last
SV- lS/S

The above was published early this year,
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Slightly less sophisticated versions

only good hearing but also the correct psycho-

of such software are already available and have

logical approach. I believe that it is quite possi-

been available for some time. Earlier versions
have been available for home computers, almost

ble that para-voices have tried to make contact

as long as hand scanners have. These ﬁrst versions would only do black and white, but were

with us since the early days of radio, coming in
near to normal radio frequencies but were either
not heard or were dismissed as normal radio

still sophisticated enough to assemble composite
pictures. More recently scanners can be found
"bundled“ together with both character recogni-

intrusion.
In the radio method which gives the best
results we are also picking up normal radio sig-

tion and image processing software, in the same

nals and it takes some experience to know

package.
At a time when tens or hundreds of

which is radio and which may be paranormal.

thousands of copies of such software have already been distributed worldwide, and school

children amuse themselves creating composite
images on home computers, such images can
hardly be expected to be accepted as proof of
anything, by anyone.
As was mentioned, this technology
makes pictures no more reliable than words. So

the fact of the matter is, that if someone were to
present computer images to the scientiﬁc establishment, as "proof" or “evidence" of the existence of the spirit world, they would simply be
laughed at.

I'I‘C RECORDING
Since new peOple are continuously enter-

ing the ﬁeld of Transcommunication, material to
help the new newcomer always seems to be of
beneﬁt and well worth the space.
There have been various sets of instructions written about basic recording techniques.
The following article by Gilbert Bonner, EVP pioneer, is among the best. (1 would also recommend the excellent instructions in “Voices of
Eternity“ by Sarah Estep, and for very low signal/ noise ratio voices, the instructions in SV-7)
The following was written in the 1980s,

but for the most part is still as pertinent today
as it was then. As well as adding background
material about which the reader may not be
aware.
RECORDING TECHNIQUES

BY
G. Gilbert Bonner
F.H.A.

In this third article I want to describe
proven techniques for recording paranormal
voices (E.V.P.), but before I do so I feel that it is
important to explain to readers the great care
that is needed both in listening and in the
analysis of recorded material. This requires not
SV‘ 15/6

In my last article I described some of the peculiar characteristics para-voices displayed, the

polyglot mode, neologisms, the disregard for
laws of grammar, the fast speed of the Speech

and also the peculiar rhythm of the voices. It is
important to learn to recognize these characteristics, but even more than this one has to master the knack whereby we can pick out instantly
weak voices by latching onto the rhythm so that
we can separate speech from noise and paravoices from radio. It can take time, a quick and
alert mind and lots of patience to do this correctly. Quite often when I play EVP recordings
that to me are quite clear, people unfamiliar to

this sound will hear nothing except a noise. Repeat the process two or three times and they will
suddenly recognize words. Once they realize
that EVP can lay hidden and masked in noise
or between radio they become alert and able to

spot for themselves voices they never knew existed. It took Dr. Raudive three months before
he was able to hear his ﬁrst voice, so be pre~

pared to devote time to this research. You may
well have recorded para-voices but still have
failed to hear or identify them on replay. Some
may at ﬁrst just hear noise, then they isolate
this from other noises, then they detect a defi-

nite rhythm and by following this are able to dif—
ferentiate ﬁrst vowel sounds then consonants

and ﬁnally understand words.

The mind can

only concentrate fully on one voice at a time, so

that if we receive on tape three voices speaking
together, as often happens, it can create to the
inexperienced confusion and all be dismissed as
noise. With the tape recorder we can repeat this
section of the tape and listen to each individual

voice. We can then decide what is said by each
one and in this manner study the material and
on this basis of content decide whether any
voices are paranormal.

This form of listening

requires concentration and freedom from distraction.

This is essential for we cannot carry

out this type of research if we are tired or harassed. Correct interpretation of what we record
is essential but even the experts can make
mistakes.

1"“

paragraph.

540M“: Uoices
Juergenson discovered years ago, that
even normal radio material can be altered and

made without the help of a mediator (in the beyond) and in his case this was a woman called
However Dr. Raudive found he could

the words twisted to provide a brief message.

Lena.

Thus one minute we may be listening to a nor-

make successful recordings without her help as
others have since conﬁnned, although for a
brief period he also had a mediator called "Spi-

mal radio program when suddenly by some instant metamorphosis words are altered to

produce a personal message. Unless one has
heard this for oneself it is hard to believe it possible, but one thing we learn early on in EVP re-

search is that the para-voices do not obey the

(known) laws of electronics or of physics.
Ones individual approach to a recording

will be inﬂuenced to some extent at least, by the
actual technique used. Here I would like to discuss what is known as the 'Radio Method‘
sometimes referred to as the interfrequency
technique.
Raudive‘s method was to link by patchcord a radio directly to the tape recorder. The
radio was tuned to a suitable spot on medium

If one seeks for the assistance of such a

dola".

helper one tunes slowly from one end of the
wavelength to the other listening carefully for a
voice that will whisper "record now" or some
similar hint. One then switches on the tape recorder. Later on replay all extraneous noises of
normal radio have to be eliminated so that any
para-voices present can be studied.
A more

simple method in

the

Radio

Technique is to tune the radio to a suitable frequency say on medium or short wave between

stations that are transmitting but allowing a
very modest mixture from the two stations. The

tape recorder is not plugged directly into the
radio-jack, but a microphone from it is placed
about five inches in front of the radio loud
speaker. I also plug head phones into the re-

Wave between stations (interfrequency) that are
transmitting to where only the rushing sound of
white noise is heard. Those who have read of
Juergenson's research will know that he
claimed that radio-voice recordings could not be

corder and this allows me to monitor the whole

proceedings. (See diagram ‘A').

Of course one

Dlagram A: Radiofmik: method.
’

Y

“A

x’

\

I

PATCH CORD

\

\

TAPE RECORD ER

d

MlCROPHONE A

'MICROPHONE B

HEADPHONES
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mint voices
appears to give better results possibly by utilizing room resonance. Although one can find
more radio free spots on FM where white noise
can easily be heard, researchers find this wave-

length unlikely to produce results. A few have
obtained para-voices on airband but in one case

it was discovered the radio had a technical fault
and so in fact was receiving short wave, and in
the other example normal aircraft to control tower conversations appeared to be paranormally
voice modulated.
Juergenson always insisted on using

medium wave and often tuned to a particular
frequency around 1447 KHz, but others were

unable to locate this special frequency.

When

in England, Juergenson himself was unable to

obtain

this

frequency and

claimed

it was

jammed by the BBC for political reasons! I, myself, tune close to this region near to Vienna and

often receive voices between the radio mush.
Critics have claimed that by using the radio
method we are inviting mistakes since we can-

not keep out normal radio and this is true to a

the fact remains a sound source appears essential. Those who claim we are merely mistaking
noise for voices ignore the spectrogram tests

that give 100% proof that both male and female
voices can be identiﬁed. Most of my own micro—
phone voices were made outdoors in the country
side, often by lakes since I found the quality of
para—voices improved when recorded by still wa-

ter. Danish researcher, Peter Stein, uses the
sound of dripping water in most of his microphone recordings and here I must stress that it
is not the acoustic illusion of words that can be
often produced by the chance splashing of water but of actual whisper type voices that can be
heard added to these sounds. Splashing water
produces numerous frequency combinations
like white noise.
Many will have heard of the diode re-

cordings favored by Dr. Raudive, Juergenson.
however, called it a Stone Age method and I also
have found it of little value. The diode picks up
untuned fragments from radio stations which
may differ according to ones location. Any electrician can make one up in about ten minutes

point, but they fail to realize that para-voices

for a couple of pounds (SV-12/16). The best
diode recordings I have ever heard were made

not only prefer this method, but even demand it,

by Edelgard John in Germany. These appeared

since they make use of radio transmissions and

to be the voices of long deceased children sing-

appear to need a carrier-wave. To say that one
can only accept voices recorded in a screened
Faraday Cage is to miss the point and in any

ing and were recorded on a site that was pre-

case tests have adequately demonstrated that
voices can be recorded in both a screened form
and in a sound proof studio. EVP has been re—
corded under test conditions by electronic ex-

viously a monastery.
Of the three basic techniques I have just
given, I feel the radio method is likely to produce

the best results.

The basic equipment needed

for this is a radio able to receive medium and
short wavebands and a tape or cassette record-

perts and indeed is the most repeatable of all

er.

PSI phenomenon. As far as radio intrusion is
concerned this is possible even when no radio at

Also required is suitable microphone and

all is used. All kinds of electrical apparatus are

headphones. Many people already have these
Of course a reel—to-reel tape recorder
items.
gives superior frequency range to that of a cas-

capable at times of picking up radio signals
which are everywhere. The mere presence of an

quality cassette recorders that are quite ade-

unexplained voice on a tape recorded is no proof

quate and of course cassettes are more easy to

in itself that it may be paranormal. This can
only be decided upon what it says, i.e. upon

handle and store than tapes.
Juergenson claimed that the best record-

content.

ings were obtained during the summer months
after sunset and in winter during dry cold

,

When making microphone recordings
the technique is exactly as for normal record-

ings except that the record level controls are
turned to full volume.

I do not believe however,

that para-voices will be recorded in a vacuum.
Some sound source is required and whether
this is natural. mechanical or even electronic
does not appear to matter. Voices manifest in
the noise of these sounds.
Whether it is the

(thermal) energy created by the noise that allows
this or whether its the actual frequency vibra-

tions that are unlined is drffrcnlt to decide hnt
SV- 15/8

sette recorder although today there are available

whether, this time before sunset. He also said
that the clearest and loudest voices seem to be
on the night of a full moon. This could be a gravitational effect, solar eruptions and northern
light static disturbances also prevent voices
from manifesting.
Juergenson stated that the key to the
whole Electronic Voice Phenomenon is Modulation of Sound, sound which probably already

exists or is created and then utilized. A carrier

wave is also ssential.

{45“

has to record in a quiet room free from distracting sounds but the open microphone method

§pirit voices
According to Herr Koberle it is technically possible to use television as well as radio and
also to use either speech or music as raw mate-

rial to make up (prerecord) EVP test material.
He says, “I have left the tape recorder running
during some television transmissions and had
commentaries as interruptions, for example
when an actress went from the cash desk of a
cinema into the cinema itself someone (on tape)
whispered. "she wants to see the film" or when I

had to make a ‘phone call during a fairly loud
television transmission someone said, “switch

arrangements. etc.. whatever it takes in order to
maximize at the receiver output, the most minute amplitude variations in the coupling(s) signal level -- essentially an Engineering problem.

Determination and incorporation of a
4)
suitable energy source for conversion to PK energy, so that those trying to communicate do not
have to rely on the operator's PK energy and/ or
miscellaneous environmental energy sources -once again a matter of asking questions and
experimentation.

the television off“. All this indicates that the recording sessions are closely monitored by our

Once these details are worked out, we

unseen friends on the other side. It is, I believe,

should have an efficient Transreceiver that will.

essential to record on a regular basis and the
initial recordings should not last longer than ten
minutes.
First. after having decided on the
technique you will use. introduce yourself, by
name, on tape stating the time. the date and the
method and then ask to speak to friends in the
beyond. After a few minutes repeat this giving

as we are told from the other side is possible,
work for everyone.
The question of whether or not transre-

your name again asking if you can be heard
and if so whether the voice entities will say your
name.

If a reply is audible during this play-in

you can frame your questions to respond, other—
wise at the end of the ten minute transmission

express your thanks and then rewind the tape
and thoroughly check. A ten minute recording
can take at least an hour to study and analyze.
Once you have recorded your ﬁrst voice

you will realize the fascination this research
holds and the important discoveries still await—
ing to be made.

TR: DEFINING THE PROBLEM
In light of the work that has done up to
this time and the knowledge that has beengained through experimentation and asking

questions, it is now possible to define the recep—
tion problem a little more clearly.

In essence

there are four areas that need further R 85 D:

ceivers

are

possible,

become

has

academic.

Transreceivers already exist. What we are discussing now is R 85 D to improve efﬁciency.
Progress in this direction can be made in only
one way. And that is through the formation of

hypotheses, and the testing of those hypotheses
against reality. Hypotheses are based on data,
and data is derived from experimentation. The
road to progress then is to experiment, experiment, and experiment.

TR: COMPUTER MODELING
One of the most useful tools in science
and technology today, is the computer model.
Used in everything from weather forecasting, to
designing new aircraft, to testing the latest
paradigms of Physics against reality, the computer model has become indispensable.
As in other technical ﬁelds, the computer
model can potentially be of great help in trans—
receiver design and development. By simultaneously developing experimental transreceivers.
and developing the computer model, there is a
potential “leapfrog“ effect, that could consider-

(See illustration CF__OO9, SV- 14/33)

ably speed progress.
As data and

1)

through experimentation and asking questions.
this information can be used to adjust and
modify the model, gradually making it a more
and more accurate reﬂection of reality.
In turn the model can be used to explore
possibilities, and to assist in the development of
hypotheses for testing, which are based on the

Determination of the optimal electromag-

netic coupling(s) and associated circuit conﬁgua matter of experimentation and
-ration
asking questions.
Determination of the optimal type, fre—
2)
quency, composition. and level of the coupling(s)
signal -- again a matter of experimentation and
asking questions.

3)

Determination of the optimal overall re-

ceiver conﬁguration, multiple stages, feedback

information

is

derived

highest probabilities.
On the following pages is what, in so far
as I know. is the first transreceiver computer

model ever written. Although still in rudimentary form.

it is

designed

to examine various

SV- 15/9
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conﬁgurations which at this time appear to be
the most reasonable possibilities. These range
from a single stage with no feedback, to a dual

others it would just be boring. As mentioned,
the program at this point is quite rudimentary,

section, multistage arrangement with both sec-

and the user is of course Welcome to make any
reﬁnements of modifications deemed appropri-

(Ref.-

ate. For any of you who may wish to write your

tion

and

individual

stage

feedback.

sv-15/13)

own program from scratch, this program can be

I will not describe the operation of this
program, because the user would want to examine the step by step logic for himself, and for

needs to be done.

considered as simply a suggestion of what

2000 REM- File- ASIM_05W.BAS
2002 REM- TransReceiver Simulation - Development version
2010 COLOR 13, 8: CLS : CLEAR : REM MODEL DATA INPUT

2015 PRINTTAB(17); "TRA NS RECEIVE R S l MULATO R": PRINT
2020 REM PRINT TAB(35); “DATA ENTRY“: PRINT

2025 INPUT“

TEST RF carrier level (V p-p) (DF- 8)= "; AD: PRINT

2027 IF AD "' 0 THEN AD = 8
2030 INPUT "
TEST Gem/circuit Noise S/N Ratio (X/l) (DF-.75)= “; AB: PRINT
2032 IF AB = 0 THEN AB = .75

Use Noise Generator (Y/N) (DF- Y)= “; AA$

2040 IFAAS = CHR$(78) GOTO 2050
TEST Noise modulation % of RF carrier (DF— 25)= “; AC
2045 INPUT "
2047 IF AC = 0 THEN AC = 25
2050 PRINT
2055 INPUT "
TEST Coupling PK Voice modulation % = “; AE: PRINT
2060 INPUT "
Number of Stages (DF— 1)= "; AF: PRINT
2065 IF AF = 0 THEN AF = 1
2070 INPUT “
TEST Stage feedback percent= “; AG
2075 IF AF = I THEN PRINT: GOTO 2082
TEST Section feedback percent= "; AH: PRINT
2080 INPUT“
2082 PRINT TAB(10); "Single section- S,

2085 INPUT "

Comparision line- C"

Dual section- D (DF— S)= “; Al$: PRINT

2087 IF AI$ <> CHR$(67) AND Al$ <> CHR$(68) THEN Al$ = CHR$(83)

2090 IF Al$ = CHR$(83) GOTO 2105
TEST Diff. Amp. rejection ratio (X/l) (DF— 1)= "; AO: PRINT
2095 INPUT "
2097 IF A0 = 0 THEN A0 = 1

2105 PRINT TAB(10); “RESET— 2"; TAB(40); “MENU- 3"; TAB(70); "STOP— 4"
2110 PRINT ’I‘AB(11);"AUTO- 1"; TAB(35); "AUTO STEP- 6"; TAB(70); "STEP— 5"
21151NPUTX
2120 IFX = 1 THEN GOTO 2200
2125 IFX - 2 GOTO 2010
2130 REM IF X = 3 THEN 10
2135 IFX = 4 THEN STOP
214OIFX=5THENR=1
214SIFX=6THENR=2
2200 CLS : REM Data

2205 AL = .00001: REM p-p volts- estimated circuit noise level~ RF Gen. + Modulator

2210 AC = AC / 100: AB = AE/ 100: AG = AG / 100: AH =AH/ 100
2215 JA = 1
2220 AM = 1000: REM Feedback cycle limit
2225 AN = .000001: REM exit loop if S/N change less than this
3400 REM DATA- "B“ RF generator output into modulator
3405 REM RF Gen. output p-p level - Test RP carrier level (AD)

3410 REM + Estimated circuit noise level (AL)
3415 BA = AD + AL: REM RF carrier p-p level into modulator

SV- 15 / 10
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2035 INPUT “

§pirit voices
3420 REM RF carrier noise level into modulator = Estimated circuit noise

3425 REM level (AL) / (TEST Gen/circuit Noise S/N Ratio (AB) + l)
3430 BB = AL / (AB + 1): REM RF Gen. noise level into modulator
3435
3440
3445
3450

BC = AL - BB: REM RF Gen. voice level into modulator
ED = BC / BB: BE = 20 ‘ LOG(BD): REM RF Gen. output S/N ratio
IF R = 0 GOTO 4000
REM PRINT TAB(22); “RF Gen. p—p level into modulator= "; BA

3455 REM PRINT TAB(20); “RF Gen. voice level into modulator= “; BC

3460 REM PRINT TAB(20); “RF Gen. noise level into modulator= “; BB
3465 PRINT TAB(30); “RF Gen. output S/N ratio= “; BD; “

“; BE; “dB"

4000 REM PRINT : REM DATA- “C" Noise generator output into mixer
4005 REM Noise generator output p-p level is considered to be the same as

4010 REM TEST RF carrier p—p level
4015 REM Noise generator output p-p level into mixer = TEST RF carrier p-p

4020 REM level (AD) * TEST Noise modulation percent of RF carrier (AC)
4025 CA = AD " AC: REM Noise Gen. p~p level into mixer

4030 REM Noise Gen. noise level into mixer = Noise Gen. p-p level into
4035 REM mixer (CA) / ( TEST Gem/circuit Noise S/N Ratio (AB) + l)
4040 CE = CA / (AB + 1): REM Noise Gen. noise level into mixer

4045 CC = CA - CB: REM Noise Gen. voice level into mixer
4047 MC = CC: REM Save data for section feedback reset
4049 MD = CB: REM Save data for section feedback reset
4050 IF CB - O GOTO 4600

4055 CD = CC / CB: CE = 20 * LOG(CD): REM Noise Gen. output S/N ratio
4060 IF R = 0 GOTO 4600
4065 REM PRINT TAB(24); "Noise Gen p-p level into mixer= “; CA

4070 REM PRINT TAB(21); "Noise Gen. voice level into mixer= "; CC
4075 REM PRINT TAB(2I); "Noise Gen. noise level into mixer= “; CB
4080 PRINT TAB(27); “Noise Gen. output S/N ratio= “; CD; " “; CE; “dB“
4600 PRINT : REM “D" Stage- 1 Mixer output into modulator
4605 REM Mixer voice level into modulator = Noise Gen. voice level into

4610 REM mixer (CC) + Stage feedback voice level (HA) + Section feedback
4615 REM voice level (LA)
4620 DA = (CC + HA + LA): REM Mixer voice level into modulator

4625 REM Mixer noise level into modulator = Noise Gen. noise level into
4630 REM mixer (CB) + Stage feedback noise level (HB) + Section feedback
\
4635 REM noise level (LB)
4640 DB = (CB + H8 + LB): REM Mixer noise level into modulator
4645 DC = DA + DB: REM Mixer p—p level into modulator

4650 IF DB = O GOTO 5200
4655 DD - DA / DB: DE - 20 ” LOG(DD): REM Mixer outpur S/N ratio

4660 IF R = O GOTO 5200
4665 PRINT TAB(24); "Mixer p—p level into modulator= “; DC

4670 PRINT TAB(22); "Mixer voice level into modulator= "; DA
4675 PRINT TAB(22); “Mixer noise level into modulator= "; DB

4680 PRINT TAB(32); “Mixer output S/N ratio= “; DD; "

"; DE; "dB“

5200 PRINT : REM “E" Modulator output into coupling
5205 REM Modulator voice level into coupling = Mixer voice level into

5210 REM modulator (DA) + RF Gen. voice level into modulator (BC)
5215 EA = DA + BC: REM Modulator voice level into coupling
5220 REM Modulator noise level into coupling = Mixer noise level into

5225 REM modulator (DB) + RF Gen. noise level into modulator (BB)
5230 EB = DB + BB: REM Modulator noise level into coupling
5235 REM RF carrier . iodulation % = (Modulator voice level into coupling (EA)
SV- 15 /11
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5240
5245
5250
5252
5255
5260

REM + Modulator noise level into coupling (EB)) / TEST RF carrier
REM level (AD)
EC = (EA + EB) / AD
IF EC > 1 THEN PRINT TAB(26); “ERROR- Modulation over 100%": PRINT : GOTO 7805
REM RF carrier p-p level into coupling - TEST RF carn'er level (AD)
REM + (TEST RF carrier level (AD) " RF carrier modulation % (EC))

5265 ED = AD + (AD * EC): REM RF carrier p-p level into coupling
5270 EE = EA / EB: EF = 20 " LOG(EE): REM Modulator output S/N ratio

5272 IF R = 0 GOTO 5800
5275 PRINT TAB(20); "RF carrier p-p level into coupling- “; ED
5280 PRINT TAB(SO); “RF carrier modulation % = "; EC * 100
5285 PRINT TAB(19); "Modulator voice level into coupling= "; EA

5290 PRINT TAB(19); “Modulator noise level into coupling= “; EB
5295 PRINT TAB(28); “Modulator output 8/ N ratio= "; EE; " "; EF; “dB“

5800 PRINT : REM “F“ Coupling output into detector
5805 REM Coupling PK voice modulation level = RF carrier p-p level into

5810 REM coupling (ED) ' TEST Coupling PK Voice modulation percent (AE)
5815 FA = ED " AE: REM Coupling PK voice modulation level
5820 REM Coupling voice level into detector = Coupling PK voice modulation

5825 REM level (FA) + Modulator voice level into coupling (EA)
5830 FB = FA + EA: REM Coupling voice level into detector
5835 REM Coupling noise level into detector = Modulator noise level
5840 REM into coupling (EB)

5845 F0 - EB: REM Coupling noise level into detector
5855
5860
5865
5870
5875

IF R = 0 GOTO 6400
PRINT TAB(20); "Coupling PK voice modulation level= “; FA
REM PRINT TAB(20); "Coupling voice level into detector= "; FB
REM PRINT TAB(20); “Coupling noise level into detector= “; FC
PRINT TAB(29); “Coupling output 8/ N ratio= "; FD; “ "; FE; “dB“

6400 PRINT : REM "G" Detector output

6405 GA = FB: REM Detector output voice level
6410
6415
6417
6420

GB = FC: REM Detector output noise level
GC = FD: REM Detector output S / N ratio
GD = FE
REM add over-modulation message

6425 IF R = 0 GOTO 6800

..

6430 PRINT TAB(27); “Detector output voice leve1= "; GA
6435 PRINT TAB(2’7); "Detector output noise level= “; GB
6440 PRINT TAB(29); “Detector output S / N ratio= “; GC; "

“; FE; "dB"

6445 PRINT "Section feedback cycle # = "; C2;
6450 PRINT“

Stage feedback cycle # = “; C; “

Stage= “; JA

6455 GOTO 6800
6600
6605
6610
6615

IF AH = 0 THEN CLS : REM “H" Stage feedback output into mixer
IF AG = 0 GOTO 7200
REM Feedback into mixer voice level (HA)= Detector output voice level (GA)
REM * TEST Stage feedback percent (AG)

6620 HA = GA * AG: REM Stage feedback into mixer voice level

6625 REM Feedback into mixer noise level (l-IB)= Detector output noise level (GB)
6630 REM * TEST Stage feedback percent (AG)
6635 HB = GB * AG: REM Stage feedback into mixer noise level

6640 HC = HA / HB: HD = 20 * LOG(HC): REM Feedback into mixer S/N ratio
6645 IF R = O GOTO 6700
SV- 15 / 12
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5850 FD = FB / FC: FE = 20 * LOG(FD): REM Coupling output S / N ratio
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6650 PRINT TAB(23); "Feedback into mixer voice level= "; HA
6655 PRINT TAB(23); "Feedback into mixer noise level= “; HB
6660 PRINT TAB(25); “Feedback into mixer S / N ratio= “; HC; “

“; 1“); "dB"

6700 GOTO 4600: REM next cycle
6800
6805
6810
6815
6820
6825
6830

REM "I" Step and limit
IF (IA + AN) >= GC GOTO 7000: REM Stage loop escape
IB = (GC - IA): REM S / N change from last stage cycle
IF R = 0 GOTO 6825: REM If auto don‘t print
PRINT TAB(29); “Stage feedback S/ N change= “; IB
IA = GC: REM Set comparision variable
C = C + 1: REM Feedback cycle count

6835 IF C >= AM GOTO 7000: REM Emergency loop escape
6840 IF R = 2 THEN SLEEP 1: REM autostep pause

6845 IF R = l GOTO 7800: REM step
6850 GOTO 6600

7000 REM "J“ Next stage
7005 IF JA >= AF GOTO 7200: REM ? 'r‘ 'P

7010 CLS
7015 IB = GA + GB: REM Detector Voice + Noise output p-p level

7020 IC = CA: REM Noise Gen. p-p level into mixer
7025 ID = 10 / IB: REM Percent of Detector p-p output to next stage
7030 CC = GA ‘ ID: REM Reset mixer voice level input
7035 CB - GB * ID: REM Reset mixer noise level input

rm,

7033 CS = C
7040 C = 0: REM Reset cycle count
7045 JA = JA + 1: REM Increment stage count
7050 GOTO 4600: REM Next cycle
7200 REM CLS : REM "L" Section feedback output into mixer

7205 IF AH = 0 GO’I‘O 7800
7210 REM Feedback into mixer voice level (LA)= Detector output voice level (GA)
7215 REM " TEST Section feedback percent (AH)

7220 LA = GA ‘ AH: REM Section feedback into mixer voice level
7225 REM Feedback into mixer noise level (LB)= Detector output noise level (GB)
7230 REM * TEST Section feedback percent (AH)

7235
7240
7245
7250

LB == GB * AH: REM Section feedback into mixer noise level
LC = LA / LB: LD = 20 * LOG(LC): REM Feedback into mixer S/N ratio
IF R = O GOTO 7400
PRINT : PRINT TAB(15); "Section feedback into mixer voice level= “; LA

7255 PRINT TAB(15); “Section feedback into mixer noise level= "; LB
7260 PRINT TAB(17); “Section feedback into mixer S / N ratio= “; LC; “

“; LD; "dB"

7265 PRINT : REM GOTO 7805
7400 REM "M“ Step and limit
7405 IF (MA + AN) >= GC THEN PRINT “Complete“: GOTO 7800: REM loop escape

7410 MB = (GC - MA): REM S/N change from last cycle
7415 IF R = 0 GOTO 7445

7440 PRINT TAB(27); "Section feedback S / N change= "; MB: PRINT
7445 MA = GC: REM Set comparision variable
7450 C = 0: REM Reset stage cycle count

7455 JA = 0: REM Reset stage count
7460 CB = MD: REM Reset noise Gen. noise level into mixer

7465 CC = MC: REM Reset noise Gen. voice level into mixer
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7470 C2 = C2 + 1: REM Section feedback cycle count
7475 IF C2 >= AM GOTO 7900: REM Emergency loop escape

7477 REM SLEEP 1
7480 IF R = 0 THEN 4600
7485 GO’I‘O 7805

7800 PRINT: IF R = 0 THEN GOTO 7900
7805 PRINT TAB(10); “STEP— 1"; TAB(30); “RESET— 2"; TAB(50); "READOUT- 3"; TAB(70); "STOP- 4"
7810 PRINT TAB(30); “SECTION FEEDBACK STEP= 5"
7815 INPUT x
7820 IF x = I GOTO 6600
7825 IF x = 2 GOTO 2010
7830 IF x = 3 GOTO 7900
7835 IF x = 4 THEN STOP
7840 IF x = 5 GOTO 4500
7900 REM “K“ Differential Ampliﬁer

7902 IF AI$ = CHR$(83) GOTO 8000
7904 REM Noise output level (KA)= Noise input level (GB) / Rejection ratio (A0)

7906 KA = GB / AO: REM Noise output level
7 908 REM Gen / circuit noise voice portion of input voice level (KB)= (GB)

7912
7914
7916
7918
7922
7924
7926
7928

REM * Gen/circuit noise S/N ratio (AB)
KB = GB " AB: REM Gen/ circuit noise portion of input voice level
REM Output voice level (KC)= (Gen/ circuit noise portion of input
REM voice level (KB) * Rejection ratio (A0) ) + (Voice input level (GA)
REM - Gen / circuit noise portion of input voice level KB)
KC = (KB / A0) + (GA - KB): REM Comp. line
IF AI$ = CHR$(67) GOTO 7932
KC = (KB / A0) + (2 * (GA - KB)): REM Dual section

7932 KD = KC / KA: REM Diff. Amp output S/N ratio

7934 KE = 20 * LOG(KD)
8000 CLS : : PRINT TAB(32); “A N A L Y S I S"; ""
8005 PRINT TAB(32); “TEST RF carrier level= “; AD; “ V p-p"

8010
8012
8015
8020

PRINT TAB(14); “TEST Gen/circuit Noise S/N Ratio (X/l)= "; AB;
PRINT TAB(68); 2O * LOG(AB); “dB“
PRINT TAB(28); "Use Noise Generator (Y/ N)= “;
IF AA$ = CHR$(78) THEN PRINT “No": GOTO 8035

8025 PRINT "Yes“

8030 PRINT TAB( 16); “TEST Noise modulation % of RF carrier= “; AC * 100; "%"
8035 PRINT TAB(26); "TEST coupling PK modulation= "; AE * 100; "°/o“
8040 PRINT TAB(37); "Number of Stages= "; AF

8042 IF AG = 0 GOTO 8047
8045 PRINT TAB(26); "TEST Stage feedback percenF "; AG " 100; “%"
8047 IF AH = 0 GUFO 8060
8050 IF AF = 1 GO’I‘O 8060
8055 PRINT TAB(24); "TEST Section feedback percent= “; AH * 100; "%“
8060 PRINT TAB(46); “Sectior1= “2
80651FAI$ = CHR$(83) THEN PRINT "Single“: GOTO 8090

8070 IF AI$ = CHR$(67) THEN PRINT "Compaxision Line"
8075 IF AI$ = CHR$(68) THEN PRINT "Dual“
8080 PRINT TAB(16); "TEST Diff. Amp. rejection ratio (X/1)= “; A0;
8085 PRINT TAB(68); 20 ‘ LOG(AO); "dB“

8090 PRINT: COLOR 9, 8

8095 PRINT TAB(11); “Voice level at ﬁnal stage detector output= "; GA; “ V p-p"
8100 PRINT TAB(11); "Noise level at ﬁnal stage detector output= “; GB; " V p-p“
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8105 PRINT TAB(16); “Final stage detector output S / N ratio= ": GC;
8107 PRINT TAB(68); 20 " LOG(GC); “dB“: PRINT : COLOR 11, 8

81101FAI$ = CHR$(83) GOTO 8135
81 15 PRINT TAB(24); "Diff. Amp. Voice level output= "; KC

8120
8125
8127
8130

PRINT TAB(24); "Diff. Amp. Noise level output= ": KA
PRINT TAB(26); “Diff. Amp. output S/N ratio= "; KB;
PRINT TAB(68); KE; "dB": PRINT
GC = KD

8135 PRINT TAB(10); "Stage feedback cycles= “; C3; TAB(40); "Section feedback cycles= "; C2

8137 PRINT: COLOR 12, 8

8140 PRINT TAB(27); "Total Gain= "; (20 * LOG(GC)) - (20 4- LOG(AB)); " Decibels“
8142 COLOR 13, 8
8145 PRINT : PRINT TAB(10); "RESET— 2"; TAB(40); l‘MENU- 3"; TAB(70); "STOP- 4"
81501NPUTX
81551FX=2GOTO 2010
8160 REM IFX = 3 THEN 10
8165 IFX = 4 THEN STOP

correspondence, 1 can recall only ﬁve people

NOTES
4-

BBS Service
Warren York, one of our subscribers, re-

ports he has an International Computer Net established for technical people and others
interested in EVP. Warren can be contacted on
the Cheyenne Mt. BBS, 915-883-0405
(Computer only)
+ Atypical Phenomena
In recent years there has been a consid—
erable amount of controversy in Europe, about
whether certain reported TC phenomena is

each, who have reported these phenomena.
(There are probably several more that I don't
know about or can't recall.) To put this in perspective, relative to our estimate of 1,000 who
have made ITC contact, this means less than
1% have reported receiving video images and
computer text. For the other 99% of tapers and

researchers, the practical communications value
of such atypical phenomena, has thus far been
zero.
One team, Jules and Maggy Harsch (and
their transpartners), have reported even more
rare phenomena, which seems so far, to be as-

A controversy, which judging from

sociated only with their team. This includes the

mail in recent months, has started spreading to
the United States. Such controversy however

reception of computer images, reception of FAX
messages, reception of phone calls from one

may be unnecessary.

transpartner (Salter), and phone calls by another transpartner (Raudive), to non-team mem-

genuine.

The primary reason people become involved in Transcommunication is of course, to
communicate with their own friends and rela-

bers. Relative to our estimate of 1,000 people in
contact with the other side, these very atypical

tives who have gone beyond the veil. Any TC
phenomenon that helps the majority of tapers

phenomena are thus far reported by only 1/10
of 1%. Hardly of any practical communications

and researchers to achieve this goal, is of practi-

value to researchers in general.
We must remember however, that if the
other side is to open up communication, they

cal value. Just how many people worldwide
have succeeded in establishing ITC contact, is of
course unknown. But 1,000 would probably be

have to start somewhere. The taped voice phe—

a quite conservative estimate, considering there

nomena itself, began with only a few reports,

are organizations, groups and individuals in a
number of different Countries.

and then gradually expanded until now it is of
beneﬁt to a continuously increasing number of

Virtually all of these contacts have been
in the form of taped voices. Standard recorder
methods by far, have the highest practical val-

people.

ue, since they have been of benefit to everyone.
Conversely, the next most reported phenomena, video images and computer text, have

been extremely rare. Off hand, without searching through stacks of literature and
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Rather than engage in endless contro-

versy as to whether this or that phenomenon is
genuine, it is probably far more useful to consider whether or not the phenomenon in ques-

tion, is of practical communications value for
researchers in general.
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It is reasonable to say that both the
practical value and the credibility of a given

researchers to continue your own personal ef-

phenomenon,

the

forts. Your results may not be as spectacular as

number of independent researchers who report

that of a few rare individuals, but the contacts
you make personally are your own friends, your
own relatives, your own personal contacts. (And
there is never any question as to whether your

is directly proportional to

the phenomenon.

Looked at from a practical

standpoint then, in time TC phenomena will sort
itself out. Phenomena which is genuine, will ex-

pand to more researchers working independently, and eventually become of practical value to
researchers in general.
Conversely, phenomena which does not
expand to other researchers during a reasonable period of time, either was not genuine in
the first place, or for some reason has been
deemed by the other side, to be an impractical

mode of communication. In either case, even
though it may be an interesting curiosity, for
practical communications purposes, the phenomena can be ignored. so that we can concentrate on those phenomena which already are, or

have expanded to the point where they poten-

I would therefore encourage tapers and

own contacts are genuine.) Some of these people you have known in the past, and will be with
again in the future. And this is what Transcom-

munication is all about.
[The spirits who are working with us in
Transcommunication, are able to travel instant—
ly to wherever they wish, and communicate with
each other and other groups, telepathically over

long as well as short distances.

They are far

more aware of what other groups are doing, and
know much more about Transcommunication
phenomena, than any of us down here could
ever hope to know. If you have any question
about the validity of any reported TC phenomena, I would suggest you ask your spirit friends,

tially will be, of beneﬁt to humanity. (At the
same time of course, any such highly atypical

especially those you have worked with over a

“curiosity" phenomena, should be monitored for

period of time and know you can trust.

any signs of’ expansion to independent
researchers.)
The advent of atypical TC phenomena in

are your most knowledgeable
source of information.)

recent years, has been a very mixed blessing.
On one hand it is very encouraging because it
indicates the possibility of enhanced commu-

+

nication in the future.
On the other hand it has been very discouraging to many tapers and researchers who

Hispanic PSI Database
From Mr. Alejandro Parra
Director

Agencia Latinoamericana De Informacion Psi

Salta 2015 (CP.1137). Te1.: 26-6724. Capital
Federal. Buenos Airs. ARGENTINA

compare their own modest results, a few noisy
words at a time, to long continuous, easy to understand, atypical messages. As a result, an
unknown number of people have simply

dropped out of Transcommunication.

While

others have packed their recorders away in a-

closet, and no longer do anything but follow
messages that are reported from elsewhere.
Making Transcommunication, for some, a kind
of religion.
Transcommunication is a very personal

thing.

Just a few, hard to understand words

from someone's spouse beyond the veil, is far
more meaningful to that individual. than a
whole book full of messages given to others. If
one is trying to contact a loved one, then this is
the person they want to get in contact with. If
Jesus Christ himself came down and gave a per-

sonal message to the next door neighbor, this
would be nice, but it would not help one to con-

They

reliable

and

This letter is sent to you in order in inform that we are currently developing a Hispanic speaking psi information center which is

called ALIPsi. (Latin-American Agency of Psi lnfonnation) It is a computerized database of the
literature of parapsychology in Spanish speaking countries
ALIPsi intend to serve as a computer databank. The data resides in a computer be-

cause

ALIPsi

contains

the

bulk

of

the

parapsychology in the Spanish language journals literature from 1900 to date, several
hundred articles, and the best books about the
ﬁeld. The record of each document in ALIPsi

consists of bibliographic information (author,
title, source); abstracts, and additional information. Also an ANNUAL GUIDE to the sources is
Also. we have a Bibliographical
in press.

Searcher Service (BSS), audio and video tapes

tact the person they are trying to reach. This
can be done only through personal contacts

on narapsycholoar. translation from English to

made through personal efforts. No one else can
do this for you.

and associations in the field, and a service as

Spanish language, index of selected institutes

advisory in bibliographical investigations.
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+ Thermal Energy
As has been discussed, it appears psy-

changes in the way you record, simply place a

chokinetic energy is the mechanism spirits use

then proceed as you normally would.)

lighted candle near your radio or recorder, and

to directly effect our electronics. Unlike us embodied persons, those in spirit do not have a

physical body with its supply of chemical energy
upon

which

to draw for conversion

to

PK

energy.

4- Computer Enhancement
The following information was received
from:
Mr Geoffrey Tilga
128 Meigs Street

Consequently, they need to draw energy
from a source external to themselves. We are

Rochester, NY 14607-2035

told they can draw PK energy directly from the
operator, and that they can also draw energy
from the environment, which they can then con-

vert to PK energy for communication. When I
ask about this, I was told they can use "all
kinds" of environmental energy, but they also

emphasized “thermal“.
Unfortunately, because of time restrictions. I have not had the opportunity to ﬁnd out
any more about this.

I did however, mention

this in correspondence, and suggested that a
thermal source, such as a candle placed near

the radio or recorder, might possibly be of some
help. Thinking that our friends in spirit, may
be able to add PK energy converted from thermal, to the PK energy they draw from the operator, in order to come through more clearly, or at
least make it easier for them to come through at
the same level. In other words, that the candle
would simply act as an additional energy

source.
Clara Laughlin, a very experienced te-

searcher from Arlington, VA., who has been getting good quality reception for a long time, tried
this and then wrote:

I appreciate the suggestion aﬁout using a [igﬁted candé for energy. On my
tﬁird try to find out if it ﬁefped in commu-

I ﬁa’ve discovered a digitaf program(s) tﬁat may make possiﬁle computer
assisted digitaf enﬁancement using a common ﬁome computer sucﬁ as tfie I33»! 386 or

486, and a sound ard sucﬁ as tﬁe earfy
sound Easter ards. {Since we are ﬁappy
witﬁ tetépﬁonic quafity, tﬁe ﬁtter Boards are
proﬁaéfy a superffuous waste ofmoney. The
earfy ards (sound Easter 1) can 6e picéed
up on 335 for (35-50.;l Since tﬁe ﬂame com-

puter is ﬂecoming as common as tﬁe VCR,
tﬁis wouL’dmaEe tﬁis computer assisted digitat' enliancement witﬁin tﬁe financiaf and
tecﬁnical’ reac/i of many experimenters.
£ater, when tﬁe [eaves are on t/ie trees in
{New yore, I wiifgive you tﬁe fuddetails on

tﬁis system - gr I find it works as expected
.21? tﬁat is required is tﬁe program (i.e: disc
witﬁ enﬁancementprogram) and a 386/486
computer equipped wit/i sound Easter
board, connector caElés (’Radio SﬁacE) and

Me cassette / tape recorder containing tﬁe
voice recording.....

nication, I got "0.36. "
It is interesting that the candle was not
OK‘d until the third session. Evidently, Clara‘s
teammates needed a bit of practice to determine

whether it actually was helpful. In any case, we

-l-

Digital Enhancement
The following information on digital
sound enhancement is also by courtesy of Mr
Tilga.

still have a lot more to learn about this, but from

what we know now it appears an energy source
of some kind, in addition to an audio carrier signal, such as static or electronic noise, is an
asset.

A candle is a rather crude thermal ener-

gy source, and likely there are more suitable
means of supplying energy, but until we learn
more about this, I would suggest including a

lighted candle in your system. You might also
ask your spirit friends if this is of any help to
them.

--

Remember, they may need several

sessions to experiment
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(Do not make any

fncéised is an advertisement/ articé

on digitaf enﬁancement of sound I calEd
up tﬁe company and taﬁedwitﬁ tfzeir engineer, descriﬁing our needs in a general‘fas/iion so as not to excite irrationafprejudice.
The unit ﬁfgﬁﬁgﬁted (MR-1) is suitaﬁé to

our needs, particufarfy for micropﬁone or
diode 60x type recording. Noting M): [Macﬁae's comments on tﬁe pﬁysicai’ eﬁ‘ect
caﬂ'ed 'stocﬁastic resonance', I wouﬁf ﬁrst

‘.\
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recorcf using tﬁe accepted tecﬁn'ques, t/ien

“Now you can experiment inexpensively

listen to tﬁe tape tﬁrougﬁ tﬁe MR-i. Spirit

with some amazing digital (DSP) signal processing techniques. You can build a low cost DSP
unit for use as a super sharp CW ﬁlter, an advanced, multiple, automatic notch ﬁlter for SSB,
or a random noise (ORN) reducer. Intended for
receive audio functions, this DSP box simply
connects between your rig‘s audio output and
an external loudspeaker or low impedance
headphones. The DSP hardware is general purpose - much like that of a very simple personal

uses noise viﬁration in Nature to form tﬁeir
manifestations, But it is a nuisance & a nin-

afrance after recording. ‘Tﬁe‘price on this is
attractive ($169.95) - I nave ordérecfone - it

inctiwfes shipping, post & ﬁancfﬁng in ’USA’
{No tax unL'ess you [ive in NC}

I do not

tﬁinE there is tﬁat much to 5e gained'for our
purposes 6y t/ie more comyéx & soy/ifs-

ticatecf unit - ourfifteringyroﬁkm is on ﬁle
aucfio @veC

computer: What it does is determined by software - by a program loaded into a pair of programmable, read — only - memory (PROM) chips.

As such. the software is known as ﬁrmware.

NRF-7 General Purpose Noise Remover and Fil-

Two classes of ﬁrmware are available to
enable you to conﬁgure the processor as either
a combination multiple automatic notch ﬁlter /

ter Unit ($249.95)

noise ﬁlter for SSB. or as a high - order ﬁnite

The units described were:

The NRF-7 reduces atmospheric noise through

impulse response (FIR) bandpass ﬁlter for CW.

dynamic peaking. Removes multiple tones from
voice signals. High performance CW and Voice

You can build this processor for about $100.

Filters. CW ﬁlters have selectable center fre—
quency. State of the Art Digital Signal

PC boards, software and parts kits are available
to make the job easy.
In this digital processor, low cost (yet

Processing.

powerful and versatile) components have been

NIR-lO Noise / Interference Reduction Unit
($349.95)
The NIR-lO allows reception of difficult to read
signal and reduces listener fatigue. Operates on
radio receiver audio outputs. N'IR mode reduces
or eliminates heterodynes, white / ignition
noise. RTTY interference, and power line noise.

PEAK function reduces white noise interference.
The Notch Filter mode removes multiple heteroclynes and acts in 3 milliseconds. Band Pass
mode
is
continuously
adjustable
center
frequency.
NTR—l

Wide Band Noise and Tone Remover

($169.95)

Where possible, functions
carefully selected.
are performed in ﬁrmware rather than hardware.

For example, the CW ﬁlter ﬁrmware uses

digital oversampling ﬁlters to reduce the cost
and complexity of two of the processor‘s special
purpose ﬁlters: the analog antialias and reconstruction ﬁlters."
Software for this project is available to QS'I‘
readers for personal. noncommercial use. The

firmware

is

available

in

software

form

as

TMSSQOClO source code and as Intel format
hexadecimal ﬁles that are used when burning

the 748472 bipolar PROMs The ﬁles can be
downloaded electronically from the CompuServe
HAMNET forum. Some packet and landline bulThe

The N'I‘R—l provides wide band operation for AM
or FM reception. Narrow band operation for

letin boards will also carry the software.

SSB, CW or data reception. State of the Art Sig-

one for the high byte and one for low byte (a

nal Processing in. “Real Time." Rapidly removes
multiple tones from voice signals and operates
on receiver audio output.

TMS320C10 instruction consists of 16 bits).

J PS Communications, Inc.

bly language source code is available for $20
postpaid within the US and Canada. Please

P.O. Box 97757. Raleigh, NC 27624
(919)700-1011 TECH (919)790-1048

ﬁrmware functions are split into two hex ﬁles,

The extensions are .HXH for the high byte and
.HXL for the low byte.
Software including TM832OC10 assem-

specify

5.25"

or

3.5"

MS-DOS

ﬂoppy

disk

format.
Also submitted by Mr Tilga, was an article by
Dave Hershberger, W9GR, entitled Low Cost
Digital Signal Processing for the Radio Amateur.
Quotes:

A double sided, silk screened, solder
masked PC board is available for $25 postpaid
within the US and Canada.
A parts kit, including the PC board, all
PC board and front panel components, and one
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or more sets of ﬁrmware is available.

"a
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Not in-

cluded in the parts kit are the cabinet, dc power

+

supply and connectors. For one set of ﬁrmware
(please specify the automatic notch / noise ﬁlter

or the 400 HZ, 750 HZ, or 1 kHz CW ﬁlter), the
price is $90, plus $7 shipping and handling.

PHONE CALLS
During late winter ﬁve people (listed be-

low) here in the USA, received phone calls from
a person who claimed to be Dr. Konstantin Raudive (deceased).

For each additional set of ﬁrmware PROMs orAll prices quoted are for US funds drawn

on a US bank and are subject to change without notice.
California residents must add
7.25% sales tax; foreign orders outside the US
and Canada must include $20 for postage.
Send all orders to:
Quantics
PO Box 2163
Nevada City, CA 95959-2163
A PC board template package is available

free of charge from ARRL.

This is a double

sided PC board. To obtain a template package
address your request for the HERSHBERGER
DSP PC BOARD TEMPLATE PACKAGE to:

ARRL Technical Department Secretary
225 Main St.
Newington, CT 061 1 1
Please include a business sized SASE.
This ﬁlter is also available completely assembled
and ready to use:

W9GR DSPII audio ﬁlter $299.95
DSPPS 12V PWR supply $11.95
TAX (NYS resident)
.08%
USA shipping/ handling
Overseas shipping/ hand.

$5.00
$15.00

Available from:
Ramsey Electronics, Inc.

793 Canning Parkway,
Victor, NY 14564
Orders: 1-800-446-2295

Ms
Mr
Mr
Mr

Sarah Estep
Hans Heckmann
Mark Macy
George Meek

Prof. Walter Uphoff
Mr Meek received a second call which
was answered by his assistant. Mr Macy received a second call which was recorded on his

answering machine.

Sarah was able to record

her call, as did Mr Meek with his ﬁrst call.

4-

Reminder
If you are not already on the SV correspondence list, but would like to be, drop me a
card or note. Each person on the list receives a
copy of the current list with each new issue.
4- Count Down

During the many years I have been involved in this research, the worst problem has
always been the lack of time. This problem has
been especially acute during the past winter.
With working 50-60 hours per week, usually
closer to 60, and Mary often needing a bit of

help with shopping and laundry, etc., because
of her health, available time for research and
writing, has been severely restricted.
I hope to spend full time on electronics

research and writing, when I am able to retire.
In the mean time I simply have to do the best]
can with what little time I have to work with.
The count down now stands at 34 months.

Life is forever

Tech: (716) 924-4560
Spirit Voices is edited and published, as time and materials
92312-3030 ,
permit, by Bill Weisensale, P.0. Box # 8.0., Barstow, CA
United States of America. 4 issue subscriptions are $20 Domestic,

$24 Overseas
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dered with the kit, please add $15.

